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Town

Officers

TERM EXPIRES
Selectmen

Ronald Haggett
Benjamin Pratt
Michael Genest

March
March
March

2006

March

2006

2007
2008

Moderator
Robert Flanders

Supervisors of the Checklist
Sarah W. Edwards

March

Mary Allen
Diane Chauncey

Town Clerk/Tax

Collector

Mary Hammond

March

Treasurer

David Essex

March

Trustees of Trust Funds

Robert Edwards

Spencer Garrett
Brian Sawich

Director of Health & Welfare
Brenda Slongwhite - Welfare Officer
Jeffrey Parsons

-

Health Officer

Sewer & Water Commissioners
Fernando Barsanti
Christopher Rawnsley

Andrew Chapman

&

Fire Chief
Assistant Chiefs
Marshall Beauchamp, Chief
Richard Edmunds, Assistant Chief

Marshall Gale,

Jr.,

Assistant Chief

Patricia Lovcring, Assistant

Deputy Chief- Ambulance

Emergency Management Director
Robert Bethel

Town

Officers

Trustees of James A. Turtle Library

Sharon Dowling
Janis

King

Constance Kirwin

Nancy

T.

Benda

Sheila Proctor

March

Town
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Donald Winchester, Chairperson
Carol Court, Alternate

John Kendall

Leonard Pagano

Timothy Quackenbush, Alternate
Frank Scales
Paul

Young

Douglas

Craft, Alternate

Paul Vasques, Secretary/Alternate

Officers

March

)

Voting Results 2005

Selectman

Three Years

Ben

Selectman

Two

Ronald Haggett

Library Trustee

Three Years

Sheila Proctor

Tax Collector/Town Clerk

Three Years

Mary Hammond

Trustee of Trust Funds

Three Years

Robert L .Edwards

Planning Board

Three Years

Robert L .Edwards

Three Years

Chris

Cemetery Trustee

Two

Anne Enman

Cemetery Trustee

Three Years

Kathryn R. Chisholm

Cemetery Trustee

One Year

Doris Piatt

School Board

Three Years

William McKinnon

School Board

Two Years

Thomas Lawless

Water

& Sewer Commissioner

Years

Years

Pratt

M. Rawnsley

Zoning

(

1

Amend Article VII Rural District to permit Condominiums and Cluster Housing
as a use permitted

(2)

Amend

by special exception. (Ballot vote) Defeated

Article VII Rural District to delete multifamily dwellings (apartment

houses) as a use permitted by special exception. (Ballot vote) Passed
(3)

Amend Article IX

Rural Conservation District to delete Duplex dwellings as a

permitted use and multifamily dwellings (apartment houses) as a use permitted

by
(4)

special exception. (Ballot vote) Passed

Amend Article

VIII Lakefront Residential District to delete Duplex dwellings

as a permitted use but allow

them

as a use permitted

by

special exception. (Ballot

vote) Passed
(5)

Amend Article
size

VIII Lakefront Residential District to establish a

of 130,000 square feet and frontage of 300

requirements currently
(6)

exist. (Ballot vote)

feet for a

minimum

lot

duplex dwelling as no

Passed

Amend Article XIV to permit Multifamily dwellings (apartment houses) only on
property served by municipal water and sewer systems. (Ballot vote) Passed

(7)

Amend Article XXI

(8)

Amend Article XI to establish the requirement

from

to

change the time for

filing

an appeal to the Zoning Board

a "reasonable time" to "thirty" days. (Ballot vote) Passed
for a Special

Use Permit

the 25' foot buffer zone adjacent to wetlands. (Ballot vote) Passed

to disturb

.

Amend Article III to add a definition for "Change of Use" and revised definitions
for "Home Occupation" and "Home Based Businesses". (Ballot vote) Passed

(9)

Amend

2b.

the

Zoning

Map

dated March 14, 1990 to rezone a portion of Route

9.

(Ballot vote) Defeated

Summary
3

of Articles

The Selectmen authorized to acquire or sell

they shall

first

and

to the

and

after

land, buildings, or both; provided, however,

submit any such proposed acquisition or sale

to

both the Planning Board

Conservation Commission for review and recommendation by those bodies,

recommendations from both bodies. They

shall

hold two (2) public hearings

accordance with RSA41:14-a. This authorization in accordance with

remain

in effect until

RSA

in

I4:14-a shall

rescinded by a vote of the Town.

Passed

4.

Town

to raise

and appropriate the sum of Three Hundred Sixteen Thousand

($316,000) to be added to the present Capital Reserve Funds;

in the

$25,000 for Town Building Repair Capital Reserve Fund, $ 1 ,000

for

dollars

following manner:

Ambulance

Capital

Reserve Fund, $5,000 for Police Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund,$25,000 for Highway

Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, $5,000
for Bridge

for Fire

Truck Capital Reserve Fund, $25,000

Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund,$30,000

for Revaluation Capital Reserve

Fund, $150,000 for Recreational Field Development Capital Reserve Fund, $50,000 for
Library6 Building Capital Reserve Fund.

Passed

5.

Selectmen authorized

to raise, appropriate

Recreational Field Development

and withdraw from the Capital Reserve

One Hundred Seventy

used to purchase seventy two (72) acres, more or

which

will be

Street.

This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per

this

purchase and work

is

for

Five Thousand ($175,000) dollars,
less,

of land on West

RSA 32:7, VI and will

complete of December 31, 2007, whichever

is

not lapse until
sooner.

Passed

6.

To

raise

and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Ninety Five Thousand Dollars,

($195,000) for the purchase of a 2004 Fire Truck.

Passed

7.

The Selectmen

to,

Statesexpressing the

with input from citizens, draft a

Town

letter to the

President of the United

of Antrim's compassion and concern for American Leonard

Peltier.

Defeated

6

8.

The Selectmen

to reclassify Bryers

Lane from a Private Road

V Town

to a Class

maintained road.

AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE #8
"The Reclassification Of Bryers Lane Will Not Take Effect Until The Tucker Brook

The Road And The Utilities There Under,
Up To The Current Class Five Standards, Which Were Adopted By The
Antrim Planning Board On December 8*, 2003 And Are Based On The New Hampshire
Standards For Road And Bridge Construction. The Selectmen Would Be Willing To
Conditionally Layout And Reclassify This Road Upon Compliance With Betterment
Builders Cluster Housing Association Brings

Or Along

Side,

1

Assessments, As Provided Under

RSA 23

1

:28-33.

The Selectmen Will

Call For

A Public

On This Matter. The Members Of The Association Served By Bryers Lane Shall
Have The Same Rights And Remedies As Provided Under The RSA Including The Right
Hearing

To Submit, Within 10 Days Following The Hearing, A Petition Not To Conditionally
Reclassify Bryers Lane. The Cost Assessed Against The Association Members By The

Up To The Standards Of
Be Deemed To Limit The Authority Of The
Planning Board Or The Selectmen To Impose More Stringent Construction Standards As
A Condition For Approving The Reclassification.
Selectmen Shall Reflect Only The Cost To Bring Bryers Lane
Pleasant Street. However, This Shall Not

Passed

9.

Town to

increase the Veterans Tax Credit to $500.00, a Veterans Surviving Spouse Tax

Credit to $2,000 for veterans killed in combat, and a Permanently and totally Disabled

Veterans Tax Credit to $2,000 on residential property that

is

owned and

is

the prime

residence of the Veteran and/or spouse.

Passed

10.

Town

to raise

and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000)

purchase of a Speed Monitoring

Trailer,

for the

and to withdraw the sum of Six Thousand Dollars

($6,000) from the Police Department Capital Reserve Fund

Passed

11.

Town

to

approve the adjusted fees paid

to all elected officials

of the Town.

Passed

12.

Town

to raise

and appropriate the sum of Twenty Three Thousand Dollars ($23,000)

to install irrigation, fencing,

and maintenance

at

Shea

Field.

Passed

13.

Town

to raise

update of the

and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) for the
assessments, and to withdraw the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars

Town

($20,000) from the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund.

Passed
7

14.

Town

to raise

and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Eight Thousand Dollars
of assisting in the financing of infrastructure improvements.

(SI 08,000) for the purpose

Passed

15.

Town

to raise

and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Forty Thousand Dollars

($140,000) for the repair of the Mill Pond Dam.

Passed

16.

Town

to raise

and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000)

purpose of business development and improvement projects

Tax Increment Finance (TIF)

District

and

withdraw from the

to

Increment Finance (TIF) District account the

for the

Downtown Antrim
Downtown Antrim Tax

in the

sum of Ten Thousand

Dollars ($10,000).

Passed

1

7.

Town to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand

repairs to our

government buildings and

account set up for

this

to

Dollars ($50,000) for major

withdraw from the Town Building Repair

purpose.

Passed
18. Town to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Million Five Hundred Forty Eight
Thousand Five Hundred Seventy Two Dollars ($2,548,572.00) to pay the normal operating

costs of the

Town.

Passed
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Selectman's Report

The past year has been a very busy and productive one at Town Hall. We
faced a number of challenges throughout the year and we feel that Antrim has
emerged as an even better, stronger and more vibrant community of which we
can

all

be proud.

Early in the year, our long-time and well respected Police Chief, Brian
to pursue more professional opportunity and
advancement and so accepted the position of Police Chief for Hillsborough. We
were all very sorry to see him go and expressed our heartfelt appreciation for all
he accomplished throughout his many years of service in Antrim at a farewell
reception at the Town Hall in March. We then conducted an exhaustive search
for a new Police Chief and were delighted when Chief Todd Feyrer accepted the

Brown, made the decision

position in August.

Chief Feyrer formerly served for

years on the Jaffrey

1 1

Police Force, where he was one of its most respected officers. He brings us six
years of supervisory experience and a great deal of enthusiasm. We have also
added three new officers, Sgt. Scott Dunn and Officers Matt Elliott and Scott
Perrine, to complete the staffing of the Force. We believe that we now have the

we look forward to working with our
keeping Antrim a safe and secure place to live and work.

strongest Police Force possible and
officers in

new

One of the most noticeable changes this year has been the revitalization
of Downtown Antrim. Several new businesses moved into town, the Maplehurst
Inn changed hands, new restaurants opened and the Antrim Girls' Shelter
underwent a major expansion and reconstmction. Local business owners formed
an Antrim Chamber of Commerce to promote economic growth of local businesses
and to support activities to improve our Town and the Chamber held its first
Business Expo in November. The second annual "Home and Harvest Days" was
held in September, a wonderful new tradition that drew crowds to Main Street to
enjoy the parade, auction and a host of other activities.
The Main Street Project is nearing completion. All the sidewalks from
North Main Street to Prospect Street have been replaced, Main Street has been
repaved and Summer Street, despite some unavoidable delays, has been reopened.
The Cutler Dam will be finished any day and Summer Street itself will receive
one more coat of paving, curbing and sidewalks when the weather improves.
New street signs have been erected in the Downtown area. The final touch will
be the painting of crosswalks and the decorative street lamps that will go up in
the spring.
In other parts of Town, growth continued apace. The largest subdivision
number of years, Mulhall Heights, was approved, and issuance of building
permits was at an all time high. Together with the Planning Board, we will be
in a

working on plans

to ensure that

we control growth in a positive way for everyone.

One of the greatest challenges this year brought was the destruction caused
by the heavy rain and flooding

that occurred in October.

The Selectmen would

our employees, our Emergency Management Team, and
Emergency Management Director; Mike Beauchamp, Fire
Chief; Marshall Gale, Assistant Fire Chief; Richard Edmunds, Assistant Fire Chief;
Bob Vamum, Road Agent; Todd Feyrer, Police Chief; Jeff Parsons, Health Officer
and all our Fire, Ambulance, Highway and administrative support personnel who
helped or volunteered their services during this crisis. With our Emergency Plan
again like to thank
especially

Bob

all

Bethel,

already in place,

we had a well executed and rapid response that helped to minimize

property destruction and loss of life and limb.

There have been

many

other positive developments throughout town in the past

year:
•

•

•

Antrim has been very successful in actively pursuing and obtaining over
$2,000,000 in grants from the Federal and State Governments to offset the
Town's expenses in our revitalization and mitigation plans.
The Library Board of Trustees and our Librarian have worked hard to
come up with a very satisfactory plan to address overcrowding at the Library
by building an addition to the Library on Main Street.
The Open Space Committee did an extensive study of the Town and the
region, developing a detailed proposal to help preserve the rural character of

•

•

•

•

•

•

Antrim and Antrim's natural resources in the face of encroaching development.
The Growth Committee has just begun its work and will be examining the
impact of growth on the Town, in conjunction with the Master Plan Committee.
At the behest of the Planning Commission, a Capital Improvements Plan
and Master Plan Committee was formed. The Committee worked hard
throughout the fall, reviewing the capital requests of all Town Departments
for the next six years and preparing a comprehensive plan addressing Antrim's
capital needs over that period for the Planning Commission and the selectmen.
This winter, the Committee will move on to the Master Plan portion of their
work, rewriting the Town's Master Plan in order to guide the Town in managing
fiiture growth and land use, and protecting Antrim's natural, historical and
cultural resources and our rural character. The new Master Plan will be an
important tool for Town residents, boards and officials as the community makes
decisions about land use, open space, and development. It will help the Town
work toward a shared vision for the future and help to ensure that limited land
resources are used wisely. We urge all Antrim residents to keep abreast of the
Committee's work and to attend public hearings and meetings regarding the
Plan as it affects the future of all of us.
The Before School Program, organized by the Recreation Department and
the Grapevine, has been a great success with an average of 20 children and
their families taking advantage of the opportunity to drop the children off at
AES in the early morning on schooldays.
The Summer Programs of the Recreation Department have been very
successful and well attended.
Shea Field has had fencing and irrigation installed, continuing the ongoing
program to develop and improve the recreational facilities of our Town for the
benefit of all Antrim's residents.
We are in the final stages of negotiating the purchase and sales agreement for
the purchase by the Town of the Gould property on West Street for the
Town's recreation purposes.

•

instituted billing for our Ambulance services, with the proviso
no resident without insurance coverage shall have to pay for this service
unless they choose to do so. After study, it was determined that most health
insurance covers this service at no cost to the insured. The commencement of
billing has resulted in an additional S80,000 in revenue to the Town, at no cost
to Antrim residents, revenue that will help to offset both the annual operating
expenses of the Ambulance as well as the purchase of any necessary new
equipment.
Final approval of Antrim's assessment practices was obtained from the State
of New Hampshire Board of Land and Tax Appeal. It was determined that all
assessing has been properly completed and that our recording keeping and tax
systems are suitably in place and operating in accordance with State law and

The Town has

that

•

requirements.
•

The Antrim Historical Society has resumed its meetings and is planning
interesting new programs in the coming year. We urge every Antrim resident
and sharing the record of Antrim's history
and otherwise support the Historical Society in its important

interested in collecting, preserving

and heritage
work.

to join

In all, we are very pleased with the direction in which the Town is heading
we feel we have made substantial progress over the past year, with a growing
momentum for an even better Antrim in the future. We thank all of you for all the
hard work and support you have given us over the past year and we look forward
to working with you this coming year as we strive to continue to improve our
Town and the lives of our citizens.

and

Respectfully submitted:

The Board of Selectman

Michael Genest, Chairman
Benjamin Pratt
Ronald Haggett

TAX INFORMATION
For the Year Ending December

How Was Your 2005 Tax

3

1

,

Dollar

2005

Spent?

County

6%

School

-

State

12%

Dollars Spent by

$2,000,000
$1,500,000

$1,000,000

$500,000
$0

'
I

Government

Entity

Tax Collector's Report
Year Ending

December 31, 2005
2005
Uncollected Taxes Beginning of Year

2004

Report of the Town Clerk

January

1,

2005 to December 31, 2005

Motor Vehicle

$366,906.00

Dogs

$1,731.00

Fees

$1,782.33

Marriages

$642.00

Overpayment

Summary

Inventory of Valuation
2003

Committed

TAX RATE
Town

to

Tax Collector

$9.00

$4,231,127.00

2004
$4,318,801.00

2005
$4,273,245.00

Statement of Bonded Debt

YEAR
Sewer Bond
$948,000

5.20%
2006

Water System
$300,000
5.9-8.40%

PRINCIPAL

INTEREST

Tax Owned Property

Description

Value ($)

Old Canal

Town

6,880

Main

Hall,

Street

1,510,000

Library

850,000

Land/Dam

Mill Pond,

Summer Street

Goodell Park

3,440

Shea Field

122,000

Memorial Park
Gymnasium, School Street
Water & Sewer Plant, Depot
Parking Lot

at

77,420
1,159,500

259,500

St.

Village Store

12,500

Water Tower

AES

390,000

Parking

41,620

Aiken land

Aiken

35,830

Bam

300,000

Fire Station, Clinton

Road

Pump House, Route 202

at

481,800

Elm

Land across from Gregg Lake

Around
Around

Town

St.

Dam

Dam at Gregg Lake
Dam at Gregg Lake

Beach, Gregg Lake

Old Beach

Road -by gift 1 998
Under Management of Conservation Comm.
Under Management of Conservation Comm.
Land at Dam on Gregg Lake Road
Conservation Land
Meeting House Cemetery
7 Acres, Craig

in

40,000
20,730
27,500
27,500
136,810

60,000

Town Bam & Recycling Center
Cemetery, Elm Ave at Route 202

Cemetery

3,130

167,000
9,100

22,500
22,500
36,000
36,000
11,350

42,500

Clinton Center

Hurlin Forest, Rte 31

at

Old Pound Road

62,070

Land abutting Hurlin Forest

42,500

Land surrounding Campbell Pond
Land surrounding Campbell Pond

36,600

Land surrounding Campbell Pond

56,500

Land surrounding Campbell Pond
Whitney Road & Route 202

40,000

Inlet to Franklin Pierce

Fire Station, North

Lake

Branch
16

80,000

54,490

49,400
91,400

Tax Deeded Property Owned
Map/Lot

Description

8C/16

14.2 Acres KeeneRoad/Rte.9
1 .23 Acres L/0 Route 202
2.40 Acres L/0 Gregg Lake Rd
2/3rd interest in Property on

7/99
5/1

7A/80

Franklin Pierce Lake

Assessed Value

Detail of

Expenses

3
1

Detail of

Expenses

(Accrued)
Property Reval

/

3,500

Pickups

Tax Map Updates
Revaluation of Property

$18,295

Legal Expenses

$14,317

Health Insurance

109,000

14,795

Life Insurance

1,272

Dental Insurance

7,469

2,329

Disability Insurance

38,805

Social Security

Medicare

11,821

Retirement Contributions

35,208

Unemployment Insurance

290
26,250

Worker's Compensation
Total

$232,444

Employee Benefits

30,526

Planning Board/ZBA Salaries
Planning Board/ZBA Legal Fees

2,743

5,344

Planning Board Contracted Services

PB/ZBA Printing,
PB/ZB A Dues

&

Postage, Advertising

& Misc.

5,846
4,54

Workshops

PB/ZBA Supplies

521

Total Planning and Zoning

$49,521
,292

General Government Bids Salaries

1 1

Government Buildings

17,066

Electricity

15,963

Heat and Oil
Repairs and Maintenance

31,159

General Supplies

2,038

Upkeep of Town Parks

8,914

Antrim In the Evening

7,9 1

Dam Registrations
Total

500

Government Buildings

$94,845

Cemetery Upkeep

$2,675

Property Liability

$31,029

Contingency Fund
19

Detail of

Expenses

(Accrued)
Police Department

:

Salaries

163,860

Overtime

8,128

Holiday Pay

7,090

Telephone

3,917

Dispatch

9,953

Training

1,075

Supplies

6,332

Software

3,010

Postage

144

Radio Maint/Repair

5,748

Gasoline

7,672

Vehicle Repairs

5,256

Uniforms

11,695

General Misc.

Dues

&

7,029

687

Subscriptions

Total Police

Department

Ambulance
Comstar fee

Salaries

:

$241,596
17,634

8,150

Telephone

770

Dispatch

7,015

Training

4,113

General Supplies

9,158

Oxygen

1,305

Repairs

2,050

784

Fuel

Total

Ambulance

Fire Department

:

$50,979
33,508

Salaries

Grant Expense

600

Telephone

1,385

Dispatch

7,235

Training

3,452

General Supplies

7,768

General Equipment

7,172

Radio Repairs

4,543

461

Gasoline

6,989

Vehicle Repairs

759

Uniforms
Total Fire Department

$73,872

20

Detail of

Expenses

(Accrued)
Salaries

26,704

General Supplies, telephone

1,040

Building Inspector

:

338

Training

Mileage
Total Building Inspector

674
$28,756

Highway Paving
Highway Salaries

209,350
174,486

:

:

1,217

Telephone
General Supplies

14,310

Diesel

17,233

7,909

Vehicle Repairs

Equipment

& Repairs

13,608

Tires

4,295

Uniforms

2,936
4,234

Pugmill

1,970

Culverts

Sand

11,463

Gravel

20,510
8,500
3,065

Calcium

& Chipping
Sidewalk Repairs
General Misc.
Winter Overtime
Sidewalk Snow Removal
Contracted Snow Removal
Winter Salt

Mowing

Total

1,995

22,850
929
22,235
32,457
$575,552

Highway Department

900

Bridges
Street Lighting

16,086

Care of Trees
Hydrants

11,424

Total

7,050

$34,560

Highway Other

11,462

Landfill Monitoring
Antrim Recycling Salaries
Telephone
Disposal - Wastes

47,602
278

:

Disposal

-

58,076
3,902

Recyclables

Equipment Rental

1,785

Supplies

3,302

Propane

605
21

Detail of

Expenses

(Accrued)
Repairs

11,948

Hazardous Waste Day

1,596

Waste Disposal

$140,556

Total

Care of Dogs
Joseph Community Services
Samaritans
Health

650

:

St.

2,925

250
500

Contoocook Housing Trust

Home Heahh Care
Mental Health

8,000
3,105

Project Lift

1,000

Director HealthAVelfare

:

Salaries

4,545

Direct Assistance, Rent

24,302

Direct Assistance, Food, Electric, Misc.
Total Health and Welfare

Parks

13,170

$58,447

Salaries

11,394

Recreation Coordinator

21,271

:

Telephone

934

Septic

2,685

General Supplies

1,253

Beach

3,317
27,541

Sports Programs

Total Parks
Library

and Recreation

$68,395

Salaries

:

83,933

Telephone

297

Oil

3,838

Electricity

1,590

Software

3,236

Maintenance/Repairs

2,586
$95,480

Total Library

American Legion

$800
$752

Conservation
Principal

Water

&

Town

Hall

Interest

Long Term Notes

Sewer

48,150
85,000

Long Term Notes

Water

&

Town

Hall

Sewer

11,852
26,201

22

Detail of

Expenses

Payroll 2005

Payroll 2005
Patricia Lovering
Terri

798.00
321.60
564.24

Moore

Andre Uy
Sherry Miller

1,221.12

Richard Atkinson
Chris Baker-Salmon
Barbara Beauchamp
Marshall Beauchamp

512.00
2,161.60
2,264.72

6,752.64

Thomas Beaumont

1,528.24

Terrence Benda

Chauncey Berdan

1

,

784.72
1 84.00

,

776.00
464.00
1 20.00

Jay Blanchette
Richard Brand

Theodore Brown

1

ToddBryer

2,427.12

Michael Caswell
Paul Chandler

440.00
911.60

Richard Cottle

1,440.80

Shane Demers
Richard Edmunds
David Foster

1

,

720.00
1 06.00

1,192.00

Marshall Gale, Jr.
Daniel Hefferman

2,378.00

Jay Hennessy

2,256.32

152.00

Keneth Kass
Patrica

992.00
406.24
432.00
224.00
48.00

Lamothe

John Leonard
David Mauer

-

Hermon Maynard
Christian McFarland

1

Michael Mclnnis

,82

1

.60

104.00

Moore

1,456.72

Eric Phillips

2,724.48

Peter

David Rix

288.00

Rob idoux
Doug Rowland

Jeffrey

1,277.44

67.92
696.00
24.00
784.00

Douglas Stone
John Towne
Allan Wilson
Gary Wood
Jeffrey Wright

1,350.00

448.00

Total Salaries

$50,479.60
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Payroll 2005

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT:
Robert Vamum
William Gutgesell
William Willett
Stephen Blood
Allen Elliott

68,350.54
42,327.61

45,859.59
37,712.34
Total Salaries

Total Paid

8,726.50
$202,976.58

$920,117.36

Payroll 2005

Summary
34,280.08

Officers

Administration

118,994.79

Police

197,646.04

38,133.90
83,783.05

Parks Recreation
Library

Zoning and Building
Sewer & Water

56,683.85

A.R.T.S.

46,507.01

90,632.46

& Ambulance
Highway

50,479.50
202,976.58

Fire

$920,117.26

Total
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The Mercier Group
a professional corporation

Independent Auditor's Report on Financial Presentation
the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Antrim, New Hampshire

To

New Hampshire

Antrim,

We

have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type
each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of Town of Antrim,
New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 3 2004, which collectively comprise
activities,

1

the

Town's basic

,

financial statements as listed in the table of contents.

statements are the responsibility of management.

These basic

financial

Our responsibility is to express opinions on

these basic financial statements based on our audit.

We

conducted our audit

standards require that

in

we

accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about

whether the basic financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the basic
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates

made by management,

statement presentation.

as well as evaluating the overall basic financial

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.

above present fairly, in all material
of the governmental activities, the business-type
activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of
Antrim, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 2004, and the results of its operations and the
In our opinion, the basic financial statements referred to

respects, the respective financial position

cash flows of its proprietary fund types and nonexpendable
in

trust

funds for the year then ended

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

Our audit was performed for the purpose of forming opinions on the basic financial statements
taken as a whole. The accompanying individual fund financial statements and schedules
listed in the table

of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a

required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly

presented in

all

material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as

a whole.

Paul

J.

Mercier

Jr.

CPA

The Mercier Group,
a professional corporation
June 28, 2005
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1

Report of the Trustees of Trust Funds
December 31, 2005
The Trustees continued their 2004 investment strategy during 2005 and reinvested
insured Certificates of Deposit. The risk/reward of
investment grade bonds was not sufficiently superior to Certificates during 2005 to do
otherwise. The Common Fund asset allocation ended 2005 with 3% in money market
funds, 24% in US equities and 71% in fixed income instruments. The result when compared
with YE 2004 witnessed an increase in fixed income and a reduction is equities and cash
(MM A). CD interest rates increased by over 100%, while corporate bonds with very
attractive yields were called and funds were reinvested at much lower yields. The result
was a very slight increase in earnings during 2005.

Common Fund maturities into FDIC

All funds received from and paid to the Town through the Board of Selectmen
were completed in compliance with Town Meeting votes. Town Common Trust Funds
and Capital Reserve funds were invested with the N.H. Public Deposit Investment Pool,
Certificates of Deposit with Ocean National Bank, Lake Sunapee Bank and Sovereign
Bank. The adjusted and final report of Trust Funds will be available at the Town Hall on
March 1,2006.

Common Trust Funds

Total Principal and Interest

Earnings/Market Value
Cemetery Fund:
Library Fund:

12.48

12,765.93

Capital Reserve

Fund Balances

Police Department Fund:

29,977.22

Ambulance Fund:

34,794.23

122.46

Department Fund:
Highway Department Fund:
Emergency Bridge Fund:
Renovation-Town Buildings:

176.99

Revaluation Fund:

Scholarship Fund:

4,288.50

Antrim Schools:
Town Poor Fund:
B. Tenney Scholar:
Tricentennial Fund:
Richardson Fund:
Total 2005 Earnings:
Market Value of Fund

1,113.21

Fire

1,920.08

29,41

*Total 2005 Earnings:

$692,767.58

1

.66

44,5 18.81

96,795.01

Recreational Field Develop:

1

6,856.09

88,118.90

Library Fund:

5,496.53
$ 25,896.

1

93,289.8

1

$

82,036.84
14,185.79

Total Capital Reserve Fund: $ 615,798.57

YE adjustments for realized and unrealized gains/losses adjustments and
disbursement of income.

^Subject to
final

Total

Fund Balances under the directions of the Trustees
as of December 3
2005
1

Common Funds:

,

692,767.58
615,798.57
44.22

Capital Reserves:

Checking Account:

$1,308,610.37
Respectfully Submitted,

Board of Trustees:
Spencer Garrett, Brian Sawich and Robert

G.
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L.

Edwards

—
Contoocook River Local Advisory Report
There was record

common

occurrence as

rainfall in

we

much of NH

this year.

Whether

this will

be a more

experience climate change of just a temporary condition,

reminds us of our responsibility

to take care

of our resources

—

land, roads

it

and streams

As your representative and chairman of
summary of what we have been doing to protect the

so they can be passed on to future generations.
this

committee, here

is

a brief

Contoocook and North Branch

rivers.

Monitoring

We began a volunteer monitoring program. We were trained by NH
of Environmental Services staff and were loaned their equipment

month throughout

the

summer

season.

We

Department

to gather data twice a

produced quality baseline data

for 12 sites

along the Contoocook, a report of which will soon be sent to each town along the

We

are

now

in the

apparatus so that

We've

also

own

process of seeking funds to enable us to purchase our

we can

river.

set

of

continue and expand our monitoring program next summer.

formed an alliance with Harris Center's High School Program, so

that local

students can use the apparatus to collect data during the school year. This provides
additional data as well as helps educate younger people about the importance of the river.
If anyone

wants

to volunteer to help us gathering the data this

summer, contact me.

Power Point Program

We
the river that

also completed an interesting informative
is

now

other interested groups. If you

would

power point presentation about

town groups,

civic clubs, libraries, schools, or

like to see the

program, please contact Marian

available for use by

Baker, Secretary of CNBRLAC, or contact our website at www.cnbrlac.org.

Bus Tour

We tried to
to

offer an educational bus tour along the complete river, but

schedule the practice sessions for the hottest day of the

major flooding

this fall!

We plan to offer one

or

more

summer and

bus" tours

for the

of the river

managed

day of the

this

coming

spring.

Advising Towns on Building

in the

River Corridor

The majority of our time was spent helping towns consider the effects of increased
building of residences and commercial development along the river and

and responding

to applications to

of developing carefully was

dredge and

fill

illustrated during the recent fall floods

tragic death in Antrim, our wetlands for the

its

tributaries,

along the river corridor. The importance

most part were

still

when, despite one

able to perform their

we should not forget the damage
Summer St. that careless placement of debris caused the year before. By working with
Town officials we hope to prevent damage to the towns and aquifers along the Contoocook
functions of storing and filtering flood waters. However,

to

and

its

tributaries.

Respectfully submitted,

Rod Zwirner
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Highway Department
This past year was a very busy and unpredictable one for the Highway Department. We
started the year will a lot of snow, the spring was wet, and the early summer was very dry.
We went from one extreme to the other on a regular basis. We did manage to achieve
some of our major road projects: we rebuilt Buttercup Lane, Inch Cape Road, and Barden
Hill Road. In addition, to help with the improvements to the downtown, we resurfaced

Town's parking
Route 31.

the

lots at the Library,

Aiken Bam, Main

Street,

and at the Fire Station on

We

started our roadside mowing and tree trimming, which needs to be done on a more
frequent basis due to the rapid vegetation growth. We did crack filling on seven (7) miles
of roads and we made 4000 yards of gravel for our road maintenance needs.

We

then had to deal with flooding in October, which caused problems from one side of
to another. We had to rebuild sections of roads, replace culverts, and clear drainage
ditches. We were very pleased with the cooperation we received from our local contractors,

town

and all town departments, especially the police, fire and ambulance, emergency
management, administration, and our Board of Selectmen.
in a lot of hours so far this winter. We are averaging two
storms per week: sometimes its snow, others it's freezing rain. This of course will cause
frost heaves and road drainage problems. We are very pleased with our new sidewalk
snow removal machine and the cooperation we have been getting from all residents.

Our Highway crew has had to put

am

very lucky to have a very capable staff and I appreciate all their efforts throughout
We hope that we are serving your needs and we welcome your comments and
suggestions as to improvements we can make. Please feel free to contact me at 588-26 11
I

the year.

Sincerely yours.

Bob Vamum, Road Agent

A.R.T.S Report
Our volume continues to grow and we remain one of the most visited places in Town. We
hope you have been pleased with the changes that we have started to make in this past
year.
is to get more people to recycle and the get more recyclables out of
our waste stream. We will be requiring the use of Clear Plastic bags for all waste as of
April 1, 2006. We will have bags on site for you to purchase. If you choose not to use
clear plastic, you will be charged a waste dumping fee of $1.00/bag. Our cost of hauling
and transportation are going up and the state may be adding $1.00 per ton to our waste
hauling cost. We have to reduce our waste cost and recycle more. We ask you all for you
understanding and cooperation.

Our number one goal

We

efficient recycling center and to provide you with
your suggestions as to how we can improve and make
If you have any questions please call us at 588-3040.

are here to provide

you with an

service. Please feel free to give us

our center even

better.

Respectfully submitted, Clark Craig, A.R.T.S Department
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Building Inspectors Report

Town of Antrim issued a total of 75 Building Permits, 13 less than last year,
new homes totaled 29, two more than 2004. The Lutheran Girls' Shelter now has a
completed new addition, and renovation will continue on the original building through
2006. A portion of the Doyle property on Main Street was renovated and now is home for
Trends of Fashion Beauty Salon. Antrim Marketplace will have two new establishments,
a Chinese Restaurant, and a new Laundromat. The Gardner home at Pierce Lake was
In 2005, the

but

destroyed by a

For reference,

fire

I

caused by a lightening

have again included 1995.

strike;

1

it is

being

rebuilt.

would expect 2006

to

be as active as 2005.

1995

2005

New Homes

3

29

Additions

11

7

Renovations

not listed

7

Bams/Garages

9

10

Decks/Porches

7

7

Total permits issued for the year: 75

Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Parsons, Building Inspector

\-

J-iuihcrun Ciirls Shellcr
'
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Police Report
There can be no dispute that the Antrim PoHce Department has undergone significant
changes over the last year. In fact, having only been your Chief since August, I find it
somewhat difficult to reflect on a lot of those changes. With the departure of former
Chief Brian Brown and other members of this department, the town was forced to fill an
obvious void.
a result, the staffing level of the police department is almost complete. Although there
has been an acclimation period for all of us, I feel comfortable in saying that we are all
very happy with our decision to work for such a supportive community and look forward
to this continued trend. This team of officers brings to the town a very well educated
police force with over 30 years of combined experience.

As

It is

obvious that the Antrim Police Department has been directly involved with the

We would like to assure you that positive community
be a very important part of the agency's mission and vision.
Indeed, numerous steps have been taken and are being pursued in order to enhance our
involvement. For example, the first Citizens' Police Academy is scheduled to begin in
March 2006. This will consist of citizens meeting for three hours, once a week for thirteen
weeks. Classes and demonstrations will be presented on areas such as motor vehicle
laws, defensive tactics, DWI, use of force, firearms and many others. The Town Hall has
developed a welcome packet for new residents when they move into Town. The Police
Department is responsible for delivering this packet with the hopes of officers engaging
the citizens in a positive venue as opposed to the all too familiar motor vehicle stop or
some other negative incident. The Department is significantly increasing the
communication, education and infonnation relayed to the public via press releases,
publications in local newsletters, and enhancing the web site. The potential for further
programs and community involvement is also being actively explored.
community on many

levels in the past.

involvement continues

to

There has been some concern with the limited police response or coverage over the recent past
and we appreciate your understanding with this matter. Police coverage has been significantly
improved and will continue to get better. Personnel changes are just a small part of what has
been transpiring within the Police Department. Our software and records management system
has been significantly upgraded, therefore allowing for better management, accountability,
tracking and analysis of calls for service, and other police activity.
recently added Tasers to the tools available to our officers when faced with a use of
was done at no cost to the Town and was funded solely through a
grant. Statistics have shown a 50% reduction in workman's comp reports due to arrest
injuries. In one year alone, eighteen suspects were subdued with a Taser where the use of

We

force situation. This

deadly force would have been justified. There has been a 75% reduction in the use of
chemical agents and 50% reduction in physical "hands-on" force by officers. I can speak
from experience that this is by far the most effective option available to officers when
confronted with a use of force situation. Other grants that have been obtained since
August of this year include DWI Enforcement, Speed Enforcement, Vehicle Pursuit Stop
Sticks, and Bicycle Helmets.
Lastly, we must all work together to not only maintain the safety of our Town, but to
improve it as well. The Antrim Police Department relies on you to help us in any way you
can. With that being said, we are here to serve you, so please do not hesitate to call on us
should you need something, see something suspicious, or just to give us your opinion.
Thanks for making our transition a positive and worthwhile experience.

Respectfully Submitted,

Todd

E. Feyrer,

Chief of Police
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2005 Annual Report and

INCIDENT-BASED STATISTICS
Kidnapping / Abduction
Forcible Rape

Forcible Fondling

Statistics

rowN
WARRANT
r

T
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NOTE;

36

2006 Warrant
the inhabitants of the Town of Antrim, in the county of Hillsborough and said State
of New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:

To

are hereby notified to meet at the Antrim Town Hall in said Town on Tuesday the
fourteen (14"") day of March 2006 at 8 o'clock in the morning to act upon the following

You

subjects:

The

polls will

1

be open from 8 o'clock

To choose necessary
(Ballot Vote)

.

Town

in the

morning

to 7 o'clock in the evening.

Officers and Trustees for the ensuing year.

2a. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by
the Planning Board. Supporting documents are available for review at the Antrim
Town Hall Office.

(1)

Amend Article

"Lot Area" to

III

Definitions to clarify the definitions of "Structure", "Building" and

facilitate the administration

of the Zoning Ordinances. (Ballot Vote)

2b. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance as proposed
Citizen's Petition. (Not recommended by the Planning Board)

by a

Amend the Zoning Map dated March

14, 1990 to rezone that portion of Route 9
from the intersection of Liberty Farm Road and Reed Carr Road westerly to the
Antrim/Stoddard town line and a distance of one thousand ( 1 ,000) on either side
of the centerline of Route 9 from Highway Business District to Residential

Conservation

District. (Ballot

Vote)

A

Additionally, pursuant to RS 39:2-a and the vote of the Town at the March 1981 Annual
Meeting, you are herby notified to meet at the Antrim Memorial Town Gymnasium in
said Town of Antrim on Thursday Evening the sixteenth (16*) of March 2006 at 7 o'clock
in the evening to act upon the following:

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Hundred and
Forty Six thousand dollars, ($946,000) for the purpose or repair, restoration, furnishings,
and construction of an addition, and fees associated with the issuance of bonds (including
Municipal Bond Bank) on the James Tuttle Library, and to
bond counsel and the
authorize the withdrawal of ninety six thousand dollars ($96,000) from the Library Building
Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose. And to authorize the issuance of not more
than Eight Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($850,000) of bonds or notes in accordance
with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and to authorize the Selectmen
to issue and negotiate such notes to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take
such actions as may be necessary to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of
such notes as shall be in the best interest of the Town of Antrim. (Ballot Vote required.
3.

NH

2/3rds majority needed for passage)

(Recommended by

the

Board of Selectmen)

To see if the Town will vote to amend the purpose of the Capital Reserve Funds for
Highway Equipment to include the fees of services for Professional Engineering as is

4.

required for major infrastructure improvements and to authorize the withdrawal of $60,000
from the fund for these purposes for the engineering required for North Main Street and
other road improvements planned for 2006. (Ballot Vote required 2/3rds majority needed
for passage)

(Recommended by

the

37

Board of Selectmen)

5.

To see

Town

if the

will vote to

approve the "betterment assessment plan" for Bryers

Lane, and raise and appropriate the sum of $98,000, and authorize the Board of Selectmen
to issue bonds or notes in the amount of $98,000 in accordance with the provisions of the

Municipal Finance Act and to authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds,
of interest thereon, and take such other actions as may be necessary
to effect the issuance, negotiation, sale and delivery of such notes or bonds as shall be in
the best interest of the Town of Antrim. Bryers Lane would be upgraded to class V road
standards, and the full cost of this project will be borne by the property owners of the
Tucker Brook Builders Housing Association (Bryers Lane). There has been a public hearing
on this project, and the Board of Selectmen will arrange for proper charges and repayment
plans for each of the property owners. The Town will bear no cost for this project. (Ballot
Vote required. 2/3rds majority needed for passage)
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
to determine the rate

Town will vote to create a "Revolving Fund" pursuant to RSA 31:95-h,
of ambulance services. The fund will be called the "Ambulance Services
Revolving Fund". All revenues received for the billing of ambulance and rescue services
will be deposited into this fund, and any monies left in the fund in excess of the department's
yearly operational and capital expenses shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year,
and shall not be considered part of the Town's General Fund Balance. The Town Treasurer
shall have custody of all moneys in the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon the
request of the Fire Chief and approval of the Board of Selectmen, and only for the purposes
for which the fund is established. No further approval is required by the legislative body
to expend. (Ballot Vote Required)
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
6.

To see

if the

for the purpose

7.

To see

if the

Town will

Ambulance and
"Ambulance Services Revolving Fund" established
the operation of the ambulance services. (Ballot Vote Required)
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
vote to close the Capital Reserve Funds for the

to transfer the balance in this ftind to the
at this

meeting, for

8. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Recreation Revolving Fund pursuant to RSA
35-B2 II. The money received from fees and charges for recreation programs and facilities
shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year, and shall not be considered to be part of
the Town's general fund unreserved fund balance. The Town Treasurer shall have custody
of all monies in the fund, and shall pay out the same only upon the request of the Recreation
Director and approval of the Board of Selectmen (no further town meeting approval
required). These funds may be expended only for recreation purposes as stated in RSA
35-B, and no expenditure shall be made in such a way as to require the expenditure of
other Town funds which have not been appropriated for that purpose. (Ballot Vote
Required)
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)

if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Million Nine Hundred Eighty Nine Thousand Five Hundred Eight Dollars
($2,989,508.00) to pay the normal operating costs of the Town (as set forth in the Town
Budget-including Three Hundred Forty Thousand Fifty Eight Dollars ($340,058.00) for
the Water & Sewer Department) and excludes all warrant articles or take action thereon.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)

9.

To see

Two

38
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1 0. To see
Hundred

Town

if the

and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Two
Grapevine Family &

will vote to raise

Fifty Dollars ($5,250) to support the services of the

Community Resource

Center, or to take other action thereon.

(Recommended by

Board of Selectmen)

vote to continue the work of the Open Space Committee and
and recommendations of the Antrim Open Space Committee
"Open Space Conservation Plan for Antrim" and dated November 11, 2005.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)

To see

1 1

the

Tovm will

if the

to support the final report

entitled

12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($700,000) for the repair and replacement of flood damaged roads and
bridges, such as White Birch Point Bridge, Liberty Farm Road, Elm Avenue Bridge, etc.
Six Hundred Thousand Dollars of the monies for this work will come from FEMA and
State Grants and One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) will be withdrawn from the
Emergency Bridge Fund which was established for this purpose. This will be a nonlapsing appropriation per RSA32:7, VI and will not lapse until the projects are completed

or

December

31, 2008, whichever

is

sooner.

(Recommended by
13.

To see if the Town

will vote to raise

the

Board of Selectmen)

and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five Thousand
Town assessments in compliance with RSA 21-

Dollars ($25,000) for the update of the
J:ll-a and

RSA

75:8-a; and to withdraw the

sum of Twenty

Five Thousand dollars

($25,000) from the Capital Reserve set up for this purpose.

(Recommended by
14.

To see

if

the

Two Thousand
the following

Town

will vote to raise

the

Board of Selectmen)

and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Sixty

Dollars ($162,000) to be added to the present Capital Reserve Funds in

manner and
$25,000

to appoint the

Town

Selectmen as agents for

all

these funds:

Building Repair Capital Reserve Fund

$10,000 Police Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund
$ 1,000 Highway Capital Reserve
1,000 Fire Department Capital Reserve
$80,000 Bridge Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund
$20,000 Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund
$

$25,000 The Recreation Field Development Fund
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)

15.

To see if the Town will vote to

raise

and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Thousand

Pond (Cutler) Dam.
Board of Selectmen)

Dollars ($100,000) for completion of the repair of the Mill

(Recommended by

the

39

.

16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred and
Twenty Thousand Dollars ($120,000) for the purpose of assisting in the financing of
infrastructure improvements such as the repair of the Bandstand ,exterior improvements
to the Library and Aiken Bam property, and improvements in Memorial Park and around
Mill Pond, the purchase of an easement of land on Touchwood Square, and/or other
downtown improvement projects, and to withdraw from the Downtown Antrim Tax
Increment Finance (TIF) District account the sum of One Hundred Twenty Thousand

dollars ($120,000).

(Recommended by

the Board of Selectmen)

17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand dollars
($10,000) for the purpose of business development and improvement projects in the
Downtown Antrim Tax Increment Finance (TIF) District and to withdraw from the
Downtown Antrim Tax Increment Finance (TIF) District account the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000).
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)

Town

will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand
major repairs to our government buildings, including, but not limited
to, a new heating system at the Fire House Station 1, and improvements at the Recycling
Center and at the Aiken Bam, and to withdraw from the Town Building Repair Capital
Reserve Fund Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000) from this reserve account set up for this
18.

To see

if the

dollars ($40,000) for

purpose.

(Recommended by

the Board of Selectmen)

if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to sell the piece of
Property known as Map 1 A- Lot 172 (Antrim Video/Cutter Building Parking lot)
to the abutting property owners for the price of $1 .00. It will have a condition attached to
the sale that will stipulate that this piece of land can only be used for a parking lot or
green space. The Town will have no further responsibility for maintenance or insurance

19.

To see

Town

on

this property.

(Recommended by

the Board of Selectmen)

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twelve Thousand
Dollars ($ 1 2,000) to install fencing, dugouts, and maintenance at Shea Field. Six Thousand
Dollars ($6,000) of this will come from the ConVal School District maintenance budget
and the balance. Six Thousand Dollars ($6,000), will be raised by taxes. The Park and
Recreation Commission will be responsible for the administration of these funds.
20.

(Recommended by

the Board of Selectmen)

2 1 To see if the Town will vote to amend Warrant Article 2 of the 2002 Warrant, which
provided the Conservation Commission with 50% of the annual land use change tax, up
to a maximum of $5,000 in each year. The amendment would be to continue with the 50%
contribution, but the $5,000 limit would be removed in each year. This is requested by the
Conservation Commission.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)

To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint the Tax
Collector on an annual basis.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
22.

23.

To see

Town will allow the adoption of an ordinance per RSA 80:52-c which
Town to accept payment of taxes and/or fees by use of a credit card. A

if the

will allow the

service charge of three (3) percent will be added for use of the credit card.

(Recommended by

the

40

Board of Selectmen)

24.

To hear

25.

To

reports of the committees

transact

any other business

Given under our hands and

that

and

may

Antrim Board of Selectmen
Michael Genest, Chairman

(^7fjU^Lj^^.LA/

Benjamin

»»^-

Pratt

legally

seals in Antrim,

2006.

Ronald Haggett

act thereon.

New

come before

Hampshire

this

meeting.

this 15th

day of February

Budget of the
of Antrim

Town

Conservation

Debt Service
Long Term Notes
Interest Long Term Notes
Tax Anticipation
Dect Service
Total

Town Budget

Municipal Water/Sewer
Capital Reserve Warrant
Fire

Reserve

Ambulance
Reserve
Highway Dept.
Police

Govt. BIdg.
Bridge Maintenance
Library Addition
Recreation Land
Revaluation
Total

Reserves

2006 Warrant Articles
#03 Library Addition
#04 Infrastructure Engineering
#05 Bryers Lane betterment
#1

Support of Grapvine

#12 Flood Repairs-White Birch
#13 Assessment Reserve
#15 Mill Pond Dam
#16 TIF Infrastructure imp.
#17 TIF Business Imp.
#18 Building improve
#20 Shea Field Improve
Total

Warrant Articles

Grand

Total

Projected Revenue

To Raise by Taxes

2005
Requested

Expended

2006
Requested

$1,000

$752

$2,000

133,150

2005

Balance Sheet

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts Receivable

MORE NOTE
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Water

&

Sewer Department Commissioners' Report

2005 was the busiest year

much of the water delivery system

in
is

many

for the

Water

& Sewer Department. Because

quite old and often undersized for Antrim's current

demand, the Department has been replacing portions of the system when opportunity,
we replaced the old water main from Main
Street to Highland Avenue to School Street with new 10-inch pipe. The Department's
long-term plan is to replace the Highland Avenue 6-inch main with 12-inch pipe. When
completed, this will provide a complete 12-inch delivery main from the storage tank to
the village center, which should substantially improve flows, particularly peak fire-demand
budget, and circumstances allow. This year

flow.

In addition to the pipe upgrades, the

Department replaced and updated a number

of hydrants, and incurred considerable expense in curb-stop and other changes associated

Main Street project. Also, the Department had a first-ever failure of the water
supply pump, resulting in an unanticipated SI 9,000 repair expense. Other notable
expenditures included the Department's contribution of $20,000 to the Town-wide

with the

computerized mapping project approved by the Selectmen and the Commissioners.

For next year, the Department has a number of projects and expenditures
is the purchase of a backup power generator for the water
supply well. The Commissioners believe this is an important and necessary project,
considering the vulnerability of the power lines serving the well, which cross the river
and flood plain in an area difficult to access or service during a flood or large storm. The
storms and floods of 2005 underscore the importance of backup power. Although the
project shows as a $33,000 expense on the Department budget, the cost to Antrim will be
greatly reduced due to grants and cost-sharing with the Town of Bennington, which will
also have the generator as a backup for a power outage. The Department also anticipates
the expenditure of approximately $20,000 for well installation and testing at the treatment
facility as a result of State permitting requirements.
scheduled, the largest of which

Finally, the

This

is

due

Commissioners expect

to the increasing costs

of power,

that

will

it

fuel,

be necessary to raise rates in 2006.

personnel benefits and health care, and

we strive to maintain rates as low as feasible, increasing
expenses have begun to erode the Department's reserves. As water rates have not increased
other daily expenses. Although
since
in the

997, and sewer
coming year.

1

rates

have not increased since 1 998, we believe

it

will

—:"

Respectfully submitted,

Water and Sewer Commissioners:
Fernando Barsanti
Christopher Rawnsley

Andrew Chapman

Aixtrira
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Town

Well Purnp House

be necessary

Balance Sheet

Water and Sewer 2006
Sewer
Assets:

Cash

Now Account

Income Budgets
Water and Sewer 2006
2005

Water
Operating Inc
Billing (Cash)
Int

Bennington
Hydrants
Service

Ch

Misc
Generator
Total Operating

Interest

Cking

Interest

Res

Total

Income

Income Water

Sewer Department Budget

Water and Department Budget
Account

James A.

Tuttle Library Trustees' Report

The Trustees began 2005 with

the maintenance/renovation project in

This included the renovation of the basement with

new windows,

a bulkhead, a

full

swing.

new beam

room, a new cement floor, a dumbwaiter, an expanded archive room, an air
exchange system, new basement stairs, and a new hot water heater. Thanks to John
Kendall's expertise, the water and dampness problems in the basement have been
eliminated, and unusable space has been turned into badly needed storage and work areas.
in the stack

Inmates from the Hillsborough House of Correction painted
upstairs.

The town replaced

the front

walkway and new

all

woodwork
new sign.
3,000 pounds of new

the walls and

handrail and put up a

With the help of volunteers and the Antrim road crew,
moved into the basement. Ron Haggett and Kathy Chisholm worked
diligently to put all the shelving together. The Herculean task of moving 6,000 nonfiction
books from the second floor to the basement was completed in three days.
To meet the growing needs of our patrons, Virginia Dickinson was hired as our
new library assistant. Additional staff and the continued updating of technology, including
wireless access, have helped patrons access information more quickly. They can now
bring in their laptops and access the internet from the library.
While the renovations have helped, there is still a need for more space to
accommodate the growing numbers of patrons and materials. This year, thanks to the
support of the Selectmen and the Capital improvement Committee, the Trustees are asking
for your vote to support the expansion of the library.
Former Trustee Ron Haggett chose not to run again for the position. The Trustees
extend many thanks for his three years as Trustee and Treasurer. Ron spent hundreds of
hours of unsung heroism as a volunteer, negotiating with selectmen, balancing checkbooks,
helping with the building expansion program, getting the library computer literate in
more ways than one, and lugging books up and down stairs for Book Sales. This impressive
list just begins to scratch the surface of his support and generosity to the library, and we
wish him well as the new selectman. Sheila Proctor was elected to fill Ron's spot.
The Trustees were saddened by the passing of one of the most devoted supporters
of the library, Isabelle Nichols, who was, for many years, 'the town librarian. Many friends
and relatives have contributed to a memorial fund in her name. She will always remain a
part of the James A. Tuttle Library.
The Trustees would like to thank the many patrons who have been generous
with gifts of time, materials, and money throughout the year. It would be impossible to
thank them all, but among those we do thank are Eleanor Franco for donating a handmade
baby quilt for the building fund raffle, Jeanne Baker and Carol Cames who donated the
quilt they won in the raffle to the library, Diane Chauncey, Rich and Ryan Readel, Conor
and Heather Lawless, Deirdre Fitzgerald, Micky Johnson, Kristin Readel, Janis King,
Nancy Benda, and Great Brook Middle School students who performed hours of
shelving was

community

service.

we thank Ben Pratt, Ron Haggett,
Sharon Dowling, Len Pagano, Steve Uhlman, and Susan Lichten.
For donations to the Building Fund,

Respectfully submitted,
Sheila Proctor- Secretary
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Tom &

1

James A.

Tuttle Library Trustees Financial

Report

December 31, 2005
Cash Balance Forward 01/01/05
Library Funding

7,481.77

Income
Trust

Fund Income
Deposited 1/2005 (Interest Rec'd 2004)
Deposited 7/2005 (Interest Rec'd 2005)
Deposited 1/2006 (Interest Rec'd 2005)

6,154.62
6,300.00
6,507.72
12.77

Interest

720.03
4,896.28
$24,591.42

Fines

Other
Total

Income

Expenses

Books

8,112.38
1,619.06
669.78
102.50

Audiovisual
Subscriptions

Programs
Supplies/Office Expenses

Automation
Furniture/Equipment
Total Library Funded Expenses

3,315.96
0.00
0.00
$13,819.68

Town Funding
Wages

83,933.01
3,236.46

Software
Telephone

297.27

Electricity

1,590.63

Oil

3837.72
618.89

Copier
Maintenance/Repairs
Total Town Funded Expense
$95,480.30

1,966.32

$108,477.64
$18,253.51

Expense 2005
Cash Balance Ending 12/31/2005
Total Library

Building Funds
Balance At 1/1/2005

39,833.08

Income
3,517.00
308.61
3,825.61
1 5,034.8
$28,623.88

Contributions
Interest

Total

Income

Expenses (Basement/Shelving)
Balance Ending 12/31/2005

Submitted by Nancy Benda, Library Board of Trustees/Treasurer
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James A.

Turtle Library Director's Report

The main thrust at the Library this year has been, along with the rest of the town, renovation,
reconstruction, and refurbishing. John Kendall completed the basement renovation so
that we now have a completely dry and usable space. We have bought new shelving for
the basement and have moved all of the non-fiction as well as science fiction/fantasy to

new space. The driveway and parking lot were repaved, some trees and brush were
trimmed, the front walkway and railing were replaced, and we have a new Library sign.
Inmates from the Hillsborough County House of Corrections spent 2 weeks painting the
upstairs - walls and woodwork. We are hoping to have them come back this year and
refinish the floors. We were able, thanks to the generosity of Library users, to reinstate
many of our magazine subscriptions, including Yankee, Country Life, Consumer Reports
and others.
this

Acquisitions: 1,030
This includes approximately 400 gift items,
materials, as well as all other materials.

1

75 children's materials, and

1

50 audiovisual

Circulation: 27,045

Children's & Young Adult circulation - 7,595
Audiovisual circulation - 7,705
Other - 12,356 (books for adults, periodicals,

Computer usage: 955
Computer use continues

to increase, tripling

accesscomputer in 2006.
High-speed cable Internet access

The Library
their

is

now

is

etc.)

from 2003.

We plan to add another public

provided free of charge to the Library by Comcast.
from

a wireless "hot spot", allowing patrons to access the Internet

laptopcomputers

in the Library.

Interlibrary loan: 1,279

Materials borrowed from and lent to other libraries, primarily but not exclusively in

New Hampshire.
This figure has doubled since 2002.

Average weekly library use: 349
This is based on periodic sampling.

Approximate

total

New patrons:

141

of library use for the year: 18,165

Programs:
Seed-starting workshop for children and adults with Chauncey Farm; Creative Arts
Challenge for children and adults; Pet Read-In - cat stories & crafts for kids; Bookmarkmaking workshop; an Open House during Antrim's Home and Harvest Festival; free
Income tax preparation offered by AARP; our annual Patron Appreciation Day; monthly
Friday Preschool Story times; Joumal/poetry/story puzzle workshop; Summer Reading
Program "Long Ago and Far Away...", including 3 Story times, crafts, games, contests;
Banned Books Month book display; Winter Hofidays book display "Can you trust the
Da Vinci code" book discussion by Dr John Boncheff of Plymouth State University; and
a Harry Potter party to celebrate the publication of the 6* book - "Harry Potter and the
Half-Blood Prince." This party was hosted by Professor Minerva McGonagall (aka
Director Kathy Chisholm) and Professor Sybil Trelawney (aka Kristin Readel).
;
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Summer Reading Program - "Long Ago and Far Away..."
As we didn't use the State Library's program this summer,

our own Virginia Dickinson
designed the bookmarks, reading logs and other materials used for the program and
Rebecca Enman designed a striking and eye-catching poster. Many Antrim children
participated in this program, which included reading or listening to books, contests,

and story times.
Other services provided:
A rotating video and DVD collection shared with the Nubanusit Library Coop, a rotating
collection of Large Print books from the New Hampshire State Library; "Book Bag"
crafts,

and Interlibrary Loan assistance for local book discussion groups; proctoring
students taking online exams; Internet tutorials and assistance; current periodical swap;
Project Lift tutorial space and assistance; genealogy research and assistance (with requests
collections

coming in from all over the country); research assistance - from the Boy
Scouts and ConVal students researching Greystone Lodge, middle school students
researching Antrim's mills, and elementary, middle, high school and college students
researching school projects, to adults returning to school or looking for employment.
Many Library users are commuters and use our extensive audiobook and books on CD.
for information

Volunteers and donations:
Many thanks to everyone who has donated time, effort, money and materials. Antrim's
Library users have been extremely generous, and your generosity is greatly appreciated.
Library staff:

Kathryn Chisholm, Melissa Lawless (Assistant Librarian), Kristin Readel,
MacLachlan, Rebecca Enman.

Virginia Dickinson, Janet

Kathryn R. Chisholm
Library Director
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Kim

Pfeil,

Ambulance Report
The members of Antrim Ambulance would
gratitude for the ongoing support that

we

and surrounding communities throughout the

year.

most effective and best medical care we can offer

We would

like to

or

fire,

extend their appreciation and

We

continue to strive to provide the

for the

towns we transport

remind our community members

home, place of business or vacation home IS
this will

like to

continually receive from the people of Antrim

clearly

to please

for.

be sure that your

marked with your "residence" number;

help us find you in an emergency situation, whether

it

be for a medical emergency

PLEASE have your residence number in a visible spot.
We would also like to thank everyone who helped us make

the "Toy Drive for
Communities " a huge success; we are very
have the outpouring support we have from our fellow community members

the Children of Alstead and Surrounding

fortunate to

and surrounding towns.
Please

remember that we

are here to respond to your

24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

CALLS FOR YEAR OF
ANTRIM
BENNINGTON

2005:

CROTCHED MTN
STODDARD
MUTUAL AID

AREA

SKI

227
77

40
59
9

412

Total

Have

a Safe and Healthy 2006,

With much appreciation.

The members of Antrim Ambulance
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emergency medical needs

Fire Department Report

The Antrim
residents; with

6Man Cab Pumper.
many

Fire Fighters are very thankful

your continuous support
It is

a

we were

we have

the support of our

able to purchase a

much needed piece of apparatus, and has

new 2005

town

Ferrarar

already helped us in

instances.

As

spring approaches

we want to remind you to please be sure to check your fire

alarm/carbon dioxide detector batteries. Always be sure you have a spare set of batteries

on hand.

The
One. The

cabinets have been ordered to finish the upstairs meeting

money was

room

at Station

obtained through anonymous donations.

Antrim Fire Department has sufiered a very sad past year, loosing fellow members
is

always a

difficult thing for all

of us. Thank you for being a supportive town.

TOTAL INCIDENTS FOR YEAR 2005:

Downtown Antrim TIF

District

is believing. The district is proud of the new renovations that have taken place in
Downtown. The sidewalks, drainage, street signs, and resurfacing of Main Street

Seeing
the

have brought many smiles

to the faces

of many residents. This spring will bring the

final

program together: decorative street lights will be installed, new landscaping,
additional signage, and of course repairs from the winter damage. The end result is what
we asked for at the Charrette that was held in 1999. We express our sincere thanks to
parts of the

everyone for
In the

their patience

coming year we hope

downtown improvement
from Main Street to Elm

and cooperation during the construction
to receive a decision

project. This will

stages.

on our grant request

make

for

Phase

II

of the

similar improvements on Route 202

North Main Street. In addition, we
Aiken Bam, Goodell Park, Memorial
Park, and the area around the Mill Pond and the Touchwood Square property. Improvements
to our town buildings, parks, and basic infrastructure are the basic goals of the TIF Advisory

will

Street

and up Elm

be assisting with improvements

Street to

at the Library,

Committee.

Revenues of the
that

district

come from new

tax revenue

have occurred since establishing the

district in

$95,034.28 As of December 31, 2005 the balance
after

I

paying

from increases

in

property values

2000. In 2005, the increment was

in the

TIF account was $118,681.04

all costs.

thank the committee for all their work this past year and for the assistance in the coming

year The committee consists
Steele-Hunt, and Jeana White.

of:

David Essex, Rick Edmunds, Robert Edwards, Monica

We hope you are all happy with the work of the committee,

and we welcome any suggestions

that

you may have

for

making improvements within

district.

Respectfully submitted,

William A. Prokop, District Administrator

^^'
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the

Antrim Planning Board
2005 continued to be a busy year for the Planning Board despite meeting twice
pubHc hearings were held during the year, the same as during 2004:
three for major subdivisions, four for minor subdivisions, eight for changes of use, one
for an excavation permit, six for lot mergers and lot line adjustments, one major site plan
review, one scenic road review, and a conceptual consultation. A total of thirty-nine new
building lots were created.
A Capital Improvement Plan committee was formed and they developed a plan
for capital acquisitions from 2006 through 20 II. The Growth Committee completed an
initial study which concluded that there was not sufficient growth at this time to recommend
a growth ordinance. The Growth Committee will devote 2006 to a study of commercial
zoning in the town. A Master Plan Committee will devote 2006 to an update of the Plan.
Mary Allen joined the Board as an alternate member. The Board welcomes
participation by the community and anyone wishing to serve on any of the subcommittees
a month. Twenty-five

should contact the

Town

Planner.

Respectfully,
Scott Bumside, Chairman
Antrim Planning Board

Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment had

a relatively quiet year.

There were thirteen

public hearings, about half of last year's volume. Eleven were for variances from the

welcomed Doug Crafts as an
members and anyone interested in

ordinances and two were for special exceptions. The Board
alternate

member. Vacancies

serving should contact the

still

Town

exist for alternate

Planner.

Respectfully,

Donald Winchester, Chairman
Zoning Board of Adjustment

Mighty Oaks SubdiviNion
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Open Space Committee Report
The Antrim Selectmen appointed

the

Antrim Open Space Committee

in the fall

of 2004

with the following purpose:
To develop an Open Space Plan for Antrim that explores ways to preserve and enhance
our open spaces, in conjunction with the development that is now taking place in our
town, so as to protect the character of Antrim into the future. The plan will include
recommendations for the permanent protection ofpriority open space areas in town, the
suggested methods to accomplish this, and the probable cost and benefits associated
with this open space protection.

Two recent publications help put Antrim's growth situation in context and the work of the
Open Space Committee in perspective. New Hampshire s Changing Landscape 1 describes
how rapidly New Hampshire is growing. Some key findings from that work confirm
what we have started to see in Antrim in recent years:
•

from 1990-2004, NH's population grew 17.2%,
state in the Northeast.

28%

by 2025 and

The

far outpacing any other
population is expected to grow more than
growth will occur in Hillsborough, Merrimack,

state's

80% of this

•

Rockingham and Strafford counties;
New Hampshire is losing about 1 7,500 acres of forest land to development
each year (about the size of a town in NH);

•

NH

•

land

•

is

losing high quality farm

rapid pace - Rockingham County lost one-third of its farmland
from 1997-2002 alone;
In 1 970, 1 39 towns in NH were classified as rural and by 2025, this number
will have dropped to 72.
at a

These data show that New Hampshire is changing rapidly and we, in Antrim, cannot
assume we will not change along with the rest of the state. Implementing the Open Space
Plan assures we will have some say in how we change and in keeping what is special in
our town.

A second publication brings some good news in a sense.

Managing Growth: The Impact
of Conservation and Development on Property Taxes in New Hampshire!, says, clearly,
that permanent land conservation is good for the pocketbook, tax-wise. It shows that
communities with more land permanently conserved have lower property tax rates. Other
studies called cost ofcommunity services show that taxes paid on undeveloped land more
than pays for the services required on those lands.

A key component of the Open Space Conservation Plan for Antrim is the Natural Resource
Inventory (NRl) that was completed. Essential digital maps and data were developed to
understand what natural resources are special in town, forming the basis for making
decisions about priority areas to conserve.

As

part of the

Committee work,

residents of

Antrim were asked

to participate in the

process of developing a plan and did so enthusiastically. A written and web-based survey
was initiated and two public meetings were conducted in 2005 to hear what people in
town feel is important to conserve.
all the NRI and public comment info into account, the Open Space Committee
developed the following priorities for permanent land conservation in Antrim:

After taking

'

Society for the Protectionof New Hampshire Forests, 2005 available

'The Trust for Public Land, 2005, available

at

at

www.forestry.org

www.tpl.org.newhampshire.
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Criteria

>
>
>

-

to protected land - to add to protected land enhances all the values already
protected by these landscapes
aquifers - to protect drinking water supplies
riparian areas (streams and lakes) - to assure recreation resources and wildlife

add

habitat

- to provide food, rare diversity, habitat mosaic
-to allow for wildlife movement from one conserved area to another
unfragmented forest lands - to provide a diversity of habitat for wildlife
scenic values - to enhance the aesthetic qualities & recreation values of the

>
>
>
>

agricultural land

>

historic lands

corridors

landscape for tourism
- to connect us to our roots, and provide for education

&

our

cultural heritage

Based on these

criteria, the

following areas of Antrim are

recommended

land conservation:
1.

Adding

-

to protected land:
west Antrim
Campbell Pond/East Antrim
Gregg Lake/Central Antrim

-

McCabe

-

2.

Aquifers:
-

3.

southern Contoocook
northern Contoocook

Riparian areas:
- Contoocook River Corridor
- Campbell Pond outflow (Cochran Brook)
- North Branch/Steele Pond
-

Gregg Lake
Great Brook
Willard Pond

4.

Agricultural land (along the Contoocook River corridor)

5.

Wildlife corridors
-

-

6.

7.

8.

Cochran Brook (Campbell Pd. South)
West Antrim - the large block connecting with adjacent towns
(Previously Denison) Pond to Contoocook
Riley Mt. to Contoocook

Unfragmented forestlands
- West Antrim
- Campbell Pond south
- Gregg Lake west
Scenic areas
- other areas listed above that are accessible to people
- consideration for entry points to town
Historic lands
-

-

Meetinghouse Hill
Greystone Lodge area
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for

permanent

The Committee recommends that the primary tool that should be used to assure permanent
conservation of these key areas in Antrim is conservation easements (permanent deeds
restricting what can occur on land). This tool should be used only in a willing seller/

j

|

)

willing buyer scenario.
j

above represent thousands of acres in Antrim. Using a combination
of conservation easement donations and purchases, it is estimated that this effort will cost
substantial sums over the next 20 years. These funds need to come from many sources federal, state, town and private - in order for the task to be successful. A town bond to
begin this work will be needed to start this process.

The priority areas

listed

The Members of the Committee were:
Charles Levesque, Chair

Loranne Carey Block
Linda Bundy
Melissa

Chapman

Robert Edwards
Marshall Gale
Gil Geisz

Benjamin

Tenney
Rodney Zwimer
Eric

Pratt

(Footnotes)
1 Society for the Protection of

New Hampshire Forests, 2005 available at
www.forestsociety.org.
2 The Trust for Public land, 2005, available at www.tpl.org.newhampshire.
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Capital Improvement Program
Committee Annual Report for 2005

The CIP Committee began work in June, 2005, to determine what Antrim's long
range capital improvement needs are for 2006 - 20 11 and how they will be funded. Toward
that end, the committee asked each department, commission, and group which depends
on town financing to submit its requests for capital improvement funding for the next six
years. The committee decided that projects to be considered in the capital improvement
plan would cost $5,000 or more and not be part of normal maintenance funding.
After receiving each group's requests, the committee met face-to-face with
representatives from the department/commission to discuss their requests, consider possible
alternatives, and review development approaches, priorities, and funding options.
In all, the committee reviewed more than 50 separate proposals from 12
departments and groups. In preparing its findings for the Planning Board the committee
considered the impact of each item: how its funding fit in with other capital improvement
what its overall priority would be, how it would impact bonding, how funding
could be achieved, and how it would impact Antrim's tax rate for the coming six years.
One of the committee's major goals was keeping the CIP impact on the tax rate
relatively level for the next six years. The cost for the 2005 capital improvement program
is $2.98 per $1,000 of property value. The committee used that figure as a target for the
next six years.
requests,

Some Key Elements:
Highway and ARTS Departments: The highway and

recycling departments

same location on Goodell Road. Both departments need room to grow and
develop more up-to-date facilities and equipment. The committee recognized that space
for growth is very limited and that finding a separate location for the Highway Department
might solve future potential problems. It requested that the Highway Department look
into the cost of building a new facility, possibly on 14 acres on Rte. 9 in the North Branch
section of town. The advantages would be that the site is near many of the gravel roads in
the north end of town and that the land already is owned by the town. This would leave
ample room for ARTS to grow at the Goodell Road site. Such a plan would afford the
town a chance to fulfill its Highway Dept. and ARTS Dept. needs for the next 20 years or
share the

more.

Open Space and Conservation: The Conservation Commission currently
maximum of $5,000 per year from Current Use funds. The proposal for the
future is that the cap be removed and 50% of Current Use funds be put into the conservation

receives a
fiand.

Open Space funding would be achieved by having

a

bond

article

placed on the

warrant in 2006.

Economic Development: Beginning in 2007, an annual reserve appropriation
of $25,000 is proposed to help encourage economic development. The fund would be
used to attract economic development to the commercial and industrial areas of town.
Police Department: There is a pressing need for finding more space for the
police department. Toward that end, $250,000 is being proposed for a new police facility
which could be presented before a future town meeting. This would provide for more
privacy, detainment areas, and additional room to meet the department's growing needs.
Potential Additional Funding: Antrim is looking into alternative methods of
funding capital improvement projects. For example, the town has applied for FEMA
funding for 19 road improvement projects. Grants from FEMA could help meet future
funding needs included in the CIP and help reduce the town's "out-of-pocket" expenses.
Lease purchasing instead of outright purchase of highway equipment is another potential
cost saving.

Permanent CIP Committee: Although Antrim has developed capital
improvement programs in the past, this year the Capital Improvement Program committee
formalized the approach to gathering data, considering town needs and priorities, and
63

making formal recommendations that both residents and town
anticipate future needs.

The committee

committee should be created

feels that a

to continue this

officials

can use to

permanent capital improvement

annual project.

Productive Start

The CIP committee

feels this year's effort has

creating a comprehensive capital

improvement program.

been a productive
It

has laid the

start in

groundwork

CIP planning and demonstrated the importance of preparing an annual
capital program in the future. All members of the CIP committee have high praise
for the department heads and would like to thank them for their cooperation,
for future

and good will.
Committee Members
Mary Allen; Diane Chauncey; Ron Haggett, selectman; Bill Prokop, town
administrator; Brian Sawich, Planning Board; Alexander Snow, Planning Board;
effort,

Missy Taylor, and Paul Vasques, Planning Director.
Respectfully submitted,

Alexander W. Snow, Chairman
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Parks and Recreation Commission Report
The Antrim Parks and Recreation Commission was staffed by the following
Sam Harding, Chair; Peter Lamb, Rick Wood. In October, the
Commission accepted the resignation of Sean Lowe. Celeste Lunetta served as Recreation
Director. As with many town boards and commissions. Parks & Recreation is hoping
some new volunteers will step up in 2006 to consider joining in our efforts to provide
volunteer appointees:

recreation and help protect and enhance the park facilities in Antrim.
2005 was a productive year for the commission and department.

We

received

help in the forms of countless volunteer hours. Volunteers provide services ranging from
helping with craft programs, fundraising, field maintenance, program administration and
youth sports coaching. The donations of materials, time, and effort to our programs are
so greatly appreciated. Thank You to all of our volunteers.

Park

facilities in

Antrim include Shea

Field,

Gregg Lake Beach, Memorial Park

Cram Grove, Bandstand, Tennis, and Basketball Courts, the Antrim Memorial
Gymnasium and Recreation Office, and Goodell Park. The Land Committee appointed
with the

by the Select board in 2003 has worked diligently to find, evaluate and seek purchase
agreements for more land for recreational use. The commission is grateful that the
community passed a warrant in 2005 that set aside funds for the specific purpose of
purchasing recreation and conservation land. We ask for your continued support for this
important effort.
In 2005, major improvements continued at Shea Field. Irrigation lines were buried in the
playing fields, which were then reseeded. Fencing was repairs and improved, ending easy
access to the field for joy riders. Peter Lamb leads this huge volunteer effort, and we
encourage people to give a call if they want to help with the remaining work.
Recreation programs continue to grow and diversify. New programs this year
included the Lake Host Program at Gregg Lake boat launch, before and after school
programming, in partnership with Creating Positive Change, Monadnock Family Services,
The Grapevine and the Brown Bag Coalition. The before school program has met a serious
need in the community, and is running very well, under the leadership of Connie Cody
and Sue Martin. The after school program has combined dance, Lego robot building,
arts, knitting, basketball and outdoor fun to provide a fun environment for kids between
10 and 14.

NH

Lakes
The Lake Host program was paid for by a grant received from the
Association, and was implemented in partnership between the Town and the Gregg Lake
Association. Members of this association provided volunteers staffing hours at the public
boat launch, providing boat inspections and public education regarding invasive aquatic
plants (mille foil for example). The grant also provided funding for two paid Lake Flosts.
This program serves to protect Gregg Lake, an important natural resource for our town.
State Council
In 2005, the recreation department also received grants from the
on the Arts and Creating Positive Change.
Youth sports programs in Baseball, Softball, Soccer and Basketball thrive under

NH

the guidance of our volunteer coaches.

training for our youth coaches,

The

and hope

recreation department is working to provide
anyone interested in helping with this
to get involved. The recreation department is
that

important work gives a call to find out how
certified among the first area recreation centers to provide Coach Smart NH, a free
coaching curriculum designed by experts at UNH.
Other programs include monthly family gym and craft programs, trips to ski
areas, state parks, and bus trips to Foxwoods, Water Country, and the Big Apple Circus;
adult exercise and recreational sports programs. We had a full and busy summer of camps,
swimming lessons and family events. We are looking forward to 2006, and the continuation
of established programs, as well as the start of more great programs.

now

Respectfully submitted.
Celeste Lunetta
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Community Resource Center:
promote family and community health and well-being

The Grapevine Family
Our mission

As The Grapevine begins

its

10* year promoting the health and well-being of

children and adults in our community, we continue to provide early childhood education
and parenting support, and to build on the resources in our community. New this year is
the Before School Club, coordinated by the Brown Bag Coalition (BBC), which currently
is providing before school care to 33 children in cooperation with the Antrim Recreation
Department. The BBC, convened and facilitated by The Grapevine, is now focusing its
efforts on after school programs and summer care for school-aged children with working

The Grapevine served ,5 1 7 people
Grapevine programs, services and resources include:

parents. Last year,

1

at the

center and in the community.

Parent-Child Programs and Family Supports
Better Beginnings Parent-Child Program, for children 18 months through 5 years of
age and their parents/caregivers, providing early childhood education and parenting
education and support;
Better Beginnings for Babies, for infants from birth to 18 months and their parents,
offering parenting education, support and early childhood enrichment;
The Learning Vine, a parent-cooperative preschool program. Curriculum includes handson activities, problem solving and conflict resolution skills that help young children prepare
for success in school;

Parent Education and Support: The Grapevine offers parenting education workshops
and discussions on a quarterly basis, as well as home-based parenting support as needed;
Early Home Support: Home-based support for Medicaid-eligible young mothers and
their infants, in collaboration with Home Healthcare and The Family Center;
Supervised Visitation: The Grapevine is an approved supervised visitation site for the
NH Division of Children, Youth & Families, and offering local families with a muchneeded, family-friendly environment for these important visits. The next closest site is in
Keene.

Community

Services, Resources

and

Activities:

Information, Referral and Assistance for people in need of basic services and resources
such as food, shelter, clothing, transportation, health and dental care, health insurance;
Access to Basic Services: The Grapevine provides an office for Monadnock Family
Services (child and family counseling) and Southern NH Services (fuel and electric
assistance), A.C.C.E.S.S. (employment support for adults with disabilities, and schoolto-work transition support for students with disabilities), Milford Area Mediation (family
conflict resolution), SW Community Services (homeless outreach) and Home Healthcare
(NH Healthy Kids health insurance);
Classes and Workshops: Parenting education. Safe Babysitting training, anger
management, CPR, nutrition, money management, and other topics;
Community Wood Bank: Free firewood to families and individuals who use wood as
their primary heat source and cannot afford to buy it;
Community Suppers in Antrim, Hancock, Bennington and Francestown: Free, every
week call The Grapevine the day before if you need a ride;
Strong Living: a community-based, volunteer-driven strength training class for older

—

adults;

People's Service Exchange: a neighbor-helping-neighbor network which offers
people from all walks of life a local, coordinated structure for trading services and skills
with their neighbors;Meeting space for local groups.

The

The Grapevine is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization funded by grants and local
For more information about The Grapevine, visit the Antrim town website at
www.antrimnh.org, read our column in The Limrik, give us a call at 588-2620, or drop by
the center in the Aiken Street Bam, behind the library.
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Conservation Commission Report
The Conservation Commission work in 2005 focused on Open Space Projects. The
Commission spent considerable time and effort in bringing the conservation easement for
Campbell Pond and the town-owned land surrounding the pond to completion. The
easement is approximately 312 acres. This easement was authorized by the 2003 Town
Meeting and signed by the Selectmen on December 5, 2005 formalizing the easement
agreement with the Monadnock Conservancy.

The Conservation Commission also took an active role through its Natural Resource
Benefits Policy in the development of the Mullhall Heights conservation easement. This
easement between US Route 202 and Turner Hill Road placed 16 acres into permanent
conservation.

The Commission

established the Natural Resource Benefit Policy for

evaluating wetland buffer impacts.

The policy looks favorably upon avoidance

first,

then

requests that a project have 'Green Project' features or significant public benefit. 'Green
Project' features/benefits

may

be:

property use (less than

40%

of

maximum

density,

added buffer zone enlargement and/or permanent Conservation Easements, as positive
project impacts to offset proposed wetland/buffer encroachments.

The Commission has also actively supported the good work of the Open Space Planning
Committee, initiated in September 2004. Additionally, the Commission has worked as an
active partner with the Recreation Land Committee in a potential Recreation Field/Open
Space partnership project on West Street. Commission sponsored hikes were taken to
Campbell Pond, Meadow Marsh Trail and trail maintenance performed at the Lily Pond
and Hurlin/Meetinghouse Hill

Trails.

The Commission is working with Great Brook School's Extended Learning Program (ELP)
in re-establishing a trail network at Meadow Marsh. Thank you to the students and Kathleen
Bigford,

ELP Teacher.

Great Brook School for their interest and efforts.

The Conservation Commission
parties to our

is

meetings or outreach

Wednesday of

activities.

Monthly meetings are frequently the

third

Town Hall. Monthly meeting notes and other activity
posted on the Town web site at http://www.antrimnh.org/Pages/

the

information are

always glad to welcome new members or interested

month

at

AntrimNH Conservation/index

Respectfiilly submitted by:

Peter Beblowski,

ACC

Chairman, 2007

Linda Bryer, 2008
Melissa Chapman, 2006
Peter Moore, 2006

Pat Webber, 2008

Rod Zwimer, 2007
Martha

Pinello,

Member-at-Large

Christopher Stevenson, Member-at-Large
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HCS - Home
Report

Healthcare, Hospice, and
to the

Community

Services

Antrim Town Offices 2005
Annual Report

Town

of

In 2005, HCS Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services continued to provide
home care and community services to the residents of Antrim. The following information

HCS's

represents

activities in

your community

in

2005.

SERVICE REPORT
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES

PROVIDED
1001 Visits

Nursing

269

Physical Therapy

Visits

Occupational Therapy

64 Visits

Medical Social Worker

28 Visits
10 Visits

Outreach

Homemaker Hours

Home
Home

412 Hours
459 Visits
170 Hours

Health Aide

and Community Base Services*

12 Clinics

Health Promotion Clinics

*Home and Community Based Care is
who are
maintained at home for a lower cost.
care services to individuals

a

Medicaid program which offers extended home
need of nursing home level care but can be

in

Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 60

Prenatal and well child care and hospice services are also available to residents.

Town

funding partially supports these services.

FINANCIAL REPORT
The

actual cost of all services provided in

2005 with

all

funding sources

is

$250,070.00.

These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by Medicare, Medicaid,
other insurances, grants and patient fees. Services that were not covered by other funding
have been supported by your town.
For 2006,
for

we

Antrim

Thank you

request a total appropriation of $8,000.00 to continue

residents.

for

your consideration.
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home

care services

Sl Joseph Community Services,

Inc.
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Meals On Wheels
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October 28, 2005

Monadnock Family

Services

Census Report
71/04-6/30/05

Age
Children
Elderly

Project LIFT Literacy Program
Fuller Public Library
03244
29 School Street - P.O. Box 43 - Hillsborough,
(603) 464-5285

NH

January 25, 2006
Mr. Bill Prokop
Town of Antrim
P.O.

Box 517

Antrim,

NH

03440

Dear Mr. Prokop:
for contacting me regarding the services of Project LIFT. This is an
my program to the town of Antrim. If you need any flirther clarification,
please do not hesitate to give me a call. The following is an explanation of our program
and services we provide to Antrim and surrounding towns:

Thank you

annual appeal from

Project

LIFT

literacy

program

that

is

located at the Fuller Public Library has

been providing services to ten communities since 1992, including the Town of Antrim.
Since first organized, LIFT has been providing free educational services to undereducated
adults, 16 years and older, in rural communities such as Antrim, Washington, Hillsborough,
Deering, Greenfield, Jaffrey, and Francestown as well. Our goals have remained constant
through the last ten years. They are to improve the literacy skills of the undereducated, to
encourage volunteerism through the effective participation of community tutors, and to
promote the role of local libraries as additional resource centers.

LIFT has been
Since its inception in 1992, nearly 500 adults from
target communities have been involved in the program. More than 180 volunteers have
been recruited from those same communities and have been trained to provide individual
instruction for adults who wish to improve their reading, writing, or math skills, as well as
prepare for the GED examination. To date, there have been nearly 125 students who
have achieved their GED.
Through

the efforts of a full time literacy coordinator, Project

successful in attaining these goals.

The need for a program such as Project LIFT is well documented. In the towns
of Antrim, Bennington and Hillsborough alone, there are more than 1200 adults over 18
without a high school diploma. All are potentially eligible for LIFT services. Before the
establishment of LIFT, students residing in Antrim, Bennington, Hillsborough and
Washington areas had to travel 25-50 miles to either Concord or Keene to pursue their
education. Between the seasonal weather, student's schedules and unreliable transportation,
this was not a realistic option.
community agencies in each town that we
funded through Federal Library Literacy funds, funding for the
past six years has been achieved through a variety of sources, including contributions
from towns we serve, individual and corporate contributions, private foundations and
NH Department of Education.

Now, our

serve.

Although

services blend with other

initially

There is an average of 70 students served by Project LIFT that stay in the program
throughout the entire year. We spend approximately $250.00 per student on instruction
and materials, which we feel is a small price to pay for success.
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Because we are never sure how many students will come from which towns, we
from the smaller towns. We have been trying diligently
keep budget costs on a constant level.

'

originally asked for small donations
to

Project LIFT served (51) students from Antrim between September 2000 and
September 2005. The relationship between LIFT and your area has grown in the last
several years. This past year was a busy one helping Antrim high school students attending
ConVal to prepare and pass their GED examination. We have a relationship with the
Antrim Girls Shelter and The Grapevine Family Resource Center. We currently are in
need for volunteer tutors in the Antrim area. Students meet weekly with their tutors at the
Antrim Library for instruction.

j

|

|

|

I

j

The contribution of $1000.00 was appreciated last year and we hope we can continue
providing services for many years to come. The generosity from Antrim is always
appreciated; we truly couldn't survive without the support from our towns we serve.

|

i

[

If you

have any questions concerning the program or our budget, please

feel free to call

me directly.
Sincerely,

Judy Foumier, Coordinator
Project LIFT (Literacy for Today)
Adult Education Program

Contoocook Housing Trust
;

December
Bill

14,

2005

Prokop

Town Administrator
Town of Antrim
Antrim,

Dear

NH

03440

Bill,
,

The Contoocook Housing Trust would like to thank the Town of Antrim for their
financial support in 2005 and would greatly appreciate the Town's continued support in
2006. We would like to request S ,000 in support for 2006.
The Contoocook Flousing Trust owns four properties in Antrim, with a total of
1

12 units in them. We also have loaned or granted funds to three different families so they
could purchase homes in Antrim. We have always paid full property taxes on all of our
properties and are totally self supporting. In addition, we are proud to have Antrim residents
as valued Board members as well as employees.
We are looking forward to our fifteenth year of operation and hope you will help
us continue with our mission to provide affordable rental and homeownership opportunities
to lower and moderate income families in your town and elsewhere within our region.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Alice Altman
Executive Director
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The Samaritans,

Inc.

24-Hour Hotlines: (603) 357-5505 and (603) 924-7000

September 15.2005

Town of Antrim
66 Main Street. Box 517
Antrim,

NH

03440

Dear Selectmen:

The Samaritans^
2006 Municipal Campaign

Please support

Did you know that families

in

your community have been

effected

bv suicide?

Please see attached report.
Since 1981. The Samaritans have maintained the only completely confidential and anonymous,
volunteer

manned

suicide prevention hotline in the

Monadnock Region.

1

continue to be amazed

compassion of our volunteers who help the lonely, depressed and suicidal of all ages
throughout New Hampshire.
am both inspired and humbled at their dedication to be there when
people just need someone to talk to. Unlike other nonprofit agencies. The Samaritans. Inc. does
not charge any fees for the services that we provide. We must reply solely on our community's
goodwill and generosity to sustain our programs.
at the

I

Today I am asking you to join the towns of Chesterfield. Keene. Hinsdale. Surry and Swanzey
of the work that we do.

in

their support

Accordingly,

we

hotline program.

request a modest

$250 municipal grant to help maintain our 24-hour crisis
The SamariTEEN hotline program, our Safe Place Support groups, and our

Educational and Outreach programs.

we can make
Monadnock Region.
Together,

Thank you

in

suicide prevention a partnership of our 29 cities and towns in the

advance for your consideration of this request.

hotline or other programs, please don't hesitate to call

5510. Additionally,

if there is the

town meeting, please contact me

Thank you

for

opportunity for

me

me

at

If you

have any questions, about our

our business office at (603) 357-

to present this request at

an appropriate

to arrange for that presentation.

your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Costa

Executive Director

BiuinesB OCflce: (603) 357-5510 Fax: (603) 357-5506
103 Roxbury Street. Suite 304 Keene. NH 03431
E-mail: samarita@worldpath.net

Website: http://www.muw.org/samaritan;

A Monadnock
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United

Way Agency

Chamber

of

Commerce

Revitalized in 2006

Chamber of Commerce was reconstituted in 2005
and now has over 50 members from Antrim and surrounding towns. The activities of
the TIF board in beautifying downtown Antrim with new sidewalks, curbing and
After a 12-year absence the Antrim

in the words of its mission, ".
to
promote economic growth of local business and support activities for the betterment of
our community."

paving has stimulated the group to organize and,

In

its first

web pages

year, the
for

web

in the

It

rekindled a relationship with the

links established with the State

sites, laid the

sponsored events

.

ACC created a web site, www.AntrimCC.com, and provided simple

most of its members.

Travel Council, got

and tourism

.

groundwork

Antrim

for a

Home &

Antrim" Business Expo. Events

this

Monadnock

of NH economic development

community map and business

Harvest Day, and organized the

directory,

first

"Taste of

year will include purchase and hanging of

Main Street, placement & maintenance of planters at the
"Welcome to Downtown Antrim" signs in the TIF District, and execution of its
"Welcome Basket" program for new residents of the community.
decorative banners on

For more information, contact
Brian Beihl

at

ACC

Secretary Crista Salamy

588-3014.

Respectfully submitted:

Chairman Brian Beihl
Vice Chairman John Robertson
Secretary Crista Salamy
Treasurer Ericka Leonard
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Police Chief Todd Feyrer and Sergeant Scott

Dunn join

Antrim Elementary School for Lunch.
(Photo Courtesy of The Monadnock Ledger)

the students at

1

ANTRIM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
P.O.

Box 517

66 Main Street
Phone 588-6785 FAX 588-2969

WEBSITE:

WWW.ANTRIMNH.ORG
Town

Hall Office Hours
Monday Thursday 8:00 AM - 4:00

PM

Town Clerk/Tax CoUector
PM & 6:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Wednesday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Thursday: 8:00 A.M -12:00 PM & 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Monday: 8:00A.M -12:00

One

Saturday each month: 8:00 A.M.-

Police Department

1 1

:00

- Dispatch 588-2433

Emergency 911
Fire Department 588-21 14

James

Tuttle Library

588-6786

Transfer Station 588-3040

Highway Department 588-261
Water & Sewer 588-2433
Recreation Department 588-3121
Rural Rides 588-2381

Antrim Elementary School 588-6371
Great Brook Middle School 588-6630

Conval High School 924-3869

Monadnock Community Hospital 924-7191

A.M.

